Update on DAMP 17 G29-38 as of Nov 12, 2020
We have had a really good run on G29-38, especially considering that there was no formal planning for
this run. The current light curve is shown below.

Figure 1: Light curve for G29-38 as of November 12, 2020. The data spans over 9 days, with very good coverage.
The x-axis gives time in days, not seconds. The y axis gives the fractional intensity in units of mmi.

The run spans over 9 days. We have data from 8 observatories, as well as multiple PROMPT
telescopes. The weather was good, so we have achieved good coverage. The only remaining gap is the
infamous Hawaii gap. I have been told that the IRFT got very good data, however. Once we can add
that to the light curve, the gap will be filled.

Figure 2 is the current DFT for the DAMP17 data set.

Figure 2: Current DFT of the DAMP17 data set as of November 12. The top panel gives the
FT of data taken with the BG40, V, and g filters as shown in Fig 1. The bottom panel shows
the DFT of simultaneous R data from Suhora Obsevatory.

Frequency Analysis:
While G29-38 is currently pulsating with multiple frequencies, most of those frequencies appear to be
singlets. As an example, Figure 3 shows the largest amplitude peak at about 2000 microHz, compared
with the spectral window. Prewhitening the light curve by this frequency does not leave any significant
peaks behind. Preliminary analysis finds 15 independent frequencies and a nearly equal number of
combination frequencies (a few frequencies are suspected combinations awaiting identification).
Assuming the independent frequencies are all spherical harmonic index of 1,
then there is an average period spacing of about 38 s.

Figure 3: An example of prewhitening. The top panel shows the largest amplitude peak in G29-38’s dft. The bottom
panel shows the spectral window (the pattern created by a single sinusoid sampled exactly as the data). The two are
nearly identical, indicating that this frequency is not complex. (Note: ignore the strange y axis values for the spectral
window.)

Finally, Table 1 gives the list of frequencies (in microHz and mma).

